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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to the preamble portion of claim 1 which introduces steam from a waste heat recovery boiler, or fluid from an auxiliary passage, to a blade ring of a gas turbine and a high-temperature component, such as a combustor, to thereby effect temperature control.

Description of the Related Art:

[0002] From the viewpoint of economy and effective use of energy resources, various measures for improving efficiency have been implemented in power generation facilities (power generation plants). One measure is employment of a turbine power generation plant (a combined cycle power generation plant) in which a gas turbine and a steam turbine are combined. In a combined cycle power generation plant, high-temperature exhaust gas from a gas turbine is fed to a waste heat recovery boiler, in which steam is generated via a superheating unit, and the thus-generated steam is fed to a steam turbine, in which the generated steam performs work.

[0003] High-temperature components, such as a combustor, of a gas turbine have been cooled by means of air. However, in order to cope with a recent increase in combustion temperature, cooling by means of steam has come into use. In relation to a combined cycle power generation plant as well, there is a plan to use a steam turbine in combination with a gas turbine in which high-temperature components such as a combustor are cooled by means of steam, to thereby obtain a highly efficient power generation plant. Moreover, in order to cope with a recent increase in operation temperature of a gas turbine, various studies have been performed on a technique for introducing steam to the blade ring portion of the turbine so as to optimally control the clearance between the blade ring portion and moving blades. That is, there is a plan to effect temperature control by means of steam in order to prevent contact between the moving blades and the blade ring portion at the time of startup and to maintain a minimum clearance between the moving blades and the blade ring portion during ordinary operation, to thereby achieve safety and high efficiency simultaneously.

[0004] In relation to a combined cycle power generation plant, various studies have been performed on a technique for introducing steam to the blade ring portion of the turbine so as to optimally control the clearance between the blade ring portion and moving blades, and for cooling high-temperature components such as a combustor by means of steam.

[0005] Control of the clearance between the moving blades and the blade ring portion must be performed differently from cooling of high-temperature components such as a combustor by means of steam. Specifically, the clearance control must be performed such that at the time of startup, the clearance is made relatively large through introduction of steam of relatively high temperature, and during ordinary operation, the clearance is made relatively small through introduction of steam of relatively low temperature. In contrast, cooling of high-temperature components must be performed through introduction of steam of low temperature. As described above, when control of the clearance between the moving blades and the blade ring portion by means of steam and cooling of high-temperature components, such as a combustor, by means of steam are performed, steam must be introduced while the flow rate of steam, etc. are controlled in order to simultaneously satisfy a temperature requirement in clearance control and a temperature requirement in cooling. However, in the existing combined cycle power generation plant, a satisfactory technique for steam control which satisfies the two different requirements regarding temperature has not been established.

EP0 978 636 A discloses a steam control apparatus with the features of the preamble portion of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In view of the foregoing, an object of the present invention is to provide a steam control apparatus for a turbine which can achieve control of the clearance of a blade ring portion by means of steam and cooling of high-temperature components such as a combustor by means of steam.

[0007] In order to achieve the above object, the present invention provides a steam control apparatus for a turbine, comprising: a waste heat recovery boiler including a high-pressure unit for generating high-pressure steam by use of exhaust gas of the gas turbine, and a low-pressure unit for generating low-pressure steam by use of exhaust gas of the gas turbine; a steam turbine operated by means of steam generated by the waste heat recovery boiler; a low-pressure-side steam introduction passage for introducing low-pressure steam from the low-pressure unit of the waste heat recovery boiler to the steam turbine; a high-pressure-side steam introduction passage for introducing high-pressure steam from the high-pressure unit of the waste heat recovery boiler to the steam turbine; a steam passage branching off the low-pressure-side steam introduction passage and serving as a bypass for introducing low-pressure steam from the low-pressure unit to a blade ring of the gas turbine and a high-temperature component; a high-pressure steam passage branching off the high-pressure-side steam introduction passage and merging into the steam passage on the upstream side of the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temper-
ature component; and a flow-rate adjustment-control unit for adjusting the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage and the flow rate of steam flowing through the high-pressure steam passage to thereby adjust the flow rate and temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component. In the steam control apparatus of the present invention, since the temperature and flow rate of steam introduced to the turbine and the high-temperature component can be controlled properly through mixing high-pressure steam and intermediate-pressure steam, two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously. As a result, it becomes possible to simultaneously achieve control of the clearance of the blade ring by means of steam and cooling of the high-temperature component by means of steam.

[0008] The flow-rate adjustment-control unit comprises: a first flow control valve provided in the low-pressure-side steam introduction passage on the downstream side of the branching portion of the steam passage and adapted to control the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage through adjustment of the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam turbine; a second flow control valve provided in the high-pressure steam passage and adapted to control the temperature of steam flowing through the steam passage through adjustment of the flow rate of high-pressure steam; a temperature detector for detecting the temperature of steam flowing through the steam passage on the downstream side of the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage; a pressure detector for detecting the pressure of steam flowing through the steam passage on the downstream side of the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage; and a control unit for controlling the first and second flow control valves on the basis of the temperature detected by the temperature detector and the pressure detected by the pressure detector in order to maintain at predetermined values the flow rate and temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component.

[0009] In this case, two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously without use of expensive detection means or valve members.

[0010] Preferably, the high-temperature component is a combustor; the pressure detector is a differential-pressure detector for detecting a difference in steam pressure between the inlet and outlet of the combustor; an auxiliary fluid introduction passage having a third flow control valve merges into the high-pressure steam passage on the downstream side of the second flow control valve; a second temperature detector is provided in the high-pressure steam passage on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid introduction passage; and the control unit has a function for opening and closing the first flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector, opening and closing the second flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector and detection information output from the temperature detector, and opening and closing the third flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the second temperature detector, such that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage increases with output of the gas turbine, and the steam temperature decreases to a predetermined temperature.

[0011] In this case, the two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously and optimally, in accordance with the operation conditions of the gas turbine.

[0012] Preferably, the control unit has a function used when the second flow control valve is opened and closed on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector and detection information output from the temperature detector, the function being adapted to compare an open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information output from the differential-pressure detector and an open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information output from the temperature detector and open and close the second flow control valve on the basis of the open/close command which designates a larger opening.

[0013] In this case, high-pressure steam can be used as backup steam in order to secure a desired flow rate.

[0014] Preferably, the control unit has a function for judging whether the second flow control valve is opened and closed on the basis of the open/close command derived from the detection information output from the differential-pressure detector or the open/close command derived from the detection information output from the temperature detector; and a function for setting the opening of the third flow control valve for the case in which the open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information from the differential-pressure detector is used, such that the opening becomes greater than that of the third flow control valve for the case in which the open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detector is used.

[0015] In this case, the temperature of high-pressure steam is changed in accordance with the type of control applied to high-pressure steam, whereby the flow rate of the high-pressure steam can be minimized.

[0016] Preferably, the high-temperature component is a combustor; the pressure detector is a differential-pressure detector for detecting a difference in steam pressure between the inlet and outlet of the combustor; an auxiliary fluid introduction passage having a third flow control valve merges into the high-pressure steam pas-
sage on the downstream side of the second flow control valve; a second temperature detector is provided in the high-pressure steam passage on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid introduction passage; and the control unit has a function for opening and closing the first flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the temperature detector, opening and closing the second flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector, and opening and closing the third flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the second temperature detector, such that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage increases with output of the gas turbine, and the steam temperature is lowered to a predetermined temperature.

In this case, the temperature and flow rate of steam introduced to the blade ring of the turbine and the high-temperature component can be controlled properly through mixing intermediate-pressure steam and high-pressure steam, and two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously.

Preferably, the flow-rate adjustment control unit comprises a passed-steam-temperature detector for detecting the temperature of steam after passing through the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component; and a control unit for opening and closing the first flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam-temperature detector in order to adjust the flow rate of steam introduced to the steam passage, and for opening and closing the second flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam-temperature detector in order to adjust the flow rate of steam flowing through the high-pressure steam passage, to thereby maintain at a predetermined level the flow rate of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component.

In this steam control apparatus, the flow rate and temperature of steam introduced to the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component can be controlled properly, so that two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously. In addition, when the steam temperature increases as a result of performance of temperature control, the first and second flow control valves are controlled to increase the flow rate of steam introduced to the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component, so that the flow rate of steam for temperature control increases, and the blade ring and the high-temperature component are protected. As a result, it becomes possible to simultaneously achieve control of the clearance of the blade ring by means of steam and cooling of the high-temperature component, such as a combustor, by means of steam, with high reliability. In addition, the blade ring and the high-temperature component can be protected without use of an interlock function, even when the outlet side temperature of the high-temperature component increases.

Preferably, a fourth flow control valve is provided in the steam passage on the downstream side of the blade ring of the gas turbine and the high-temperature component; and the control unit has a function for opening and closing the fourth flow control valve on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam-temperature detector in order to control the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage to thereby secure the steam flow rate of the steam passage, and a function for fully opening the fourth flow control valve when the passed-steam-temperature detector detects that the steam temperature exceeds an upper limit.

In this case, when the steam temperature exceeds the upper limit, steam can flow through the steam passage at the maximum flow rate.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a first output section for controlling a first flow control valve;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a second output section for controlling a second flow control valve;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a third output section for controlling a first flow control valve;

FIG. 5 is a graph showing the relation between gas turbine output and steam flow rate;

FIG. 6 is a graph showing the relation between gas turbine output and steam set temperature;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a second output section according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a third output section according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a graph showing the relation between gas turbine output and steam set temperature;

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to a third embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram showing the configuration of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to a fourth embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 12 is a diagram of a control block for controlling a first flow control valve;
FIG. 13 is a diagram of a control block for controlling a second flow control valve; and FIG. 14 is a diagram of a control block for controlling a fourth flow control valve.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0023] FIG. 1 schematically shows the system of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to a first embodiment of the present invention; FIGs. 2 through 4 show block diagrams of output sections for controlling first through third flow control valves; FIG. 5 shows the relation between gas turbine output and steam flow rate; and FIG. 6 shows the relation between gas turbine output and steam set temperature.

[0024] As shown in FIG. 1, exhaust gas from a gas turbine 1 is fed to a waste heat recovery boiler 2. In the waste heat recovery boiler 2, a high-pressure drum 3, a first high-pressure superheater 4, and a second high-pressure superheater 5 are provided to form a high-pressure-side unit; and an intermediate-pressure drum 6, an intermediate-pressure superheater 7, and a reheater 8 are provided to form a low-pressure-side unit. Steam (high-pressure steam) generated in the high-pressure drum 3 is fed through a high-pressure-side steam introduction passage 9 to a high-pressure steam turbine 10 via the first high-pressure superheater 4 and the second high-pressure superheater 5. Steam discharged from the high-pressure steam turbine 10 is fed through a steam introduction passage 11 to an intermediate-pressure steam turbine 15 via the intermediate-pressure superheater 7 and is then condensed by a condenser 14; and the thus-produced condensate is collected to the waste heat recovery boiler 2. Meanwhile, steam (low-pressure steam) generated in the intermediate-pressure drum 6 is fed through an intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15, serving as a low-pressure-side steam introduction passage, to the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 12 via the intermediate-pressure superheater 7 and the reheater 8.

[0025] A steam passage 16 branches off the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15. The steam passage 16 provides a bypass flow of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 1 and a combustor 17, which is a high-temperature component, and merges into the steam introduction passage 11 on the inlet side of the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 12. Further, a high-pressure steam passage 18 branches off the high-pressure-side steam introduction passage 9 on the downstream side of the second high-pressure superheater 5. The high-pressure steam passage 18 merges into the steam passage 16 on the upstream side of the gas turbine 1. An auxiliary fluid passage 19 to which water is fed from an intermediate-pressure water feed pump merges into the high-pressure steam passage 18.

[0026] A first flow control valve 20 is disposed in the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15 to be located on the downstream side of the branching portion where the steam passage 16 branches off the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15. The flow rate of steam which flows through the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15 (steam pressure in the intermediate-pressure drum 6) is adjusted through opening and closing of the first flow control valve 20. A second flow control valve 21 is disposed in the high-pressure steam passage 18 to be located on the upstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid passage 19. The flow rate of high-pressure steam introduced from the high-pressure steam passage 18 to the steam passage 16 is adjusted through opening and closing of the second control valve 21. Thus, the temperature of steam in the steam passage 16 is adjusted. Moreover, a third flow control valve 22 is disposed in the auxiliary fluid passage 19. A proper amount of intermediate-pressure feed water is introduced to the high-pressure steam passage 18 through opening and closing of the third flow control valve 22 to thereby lower the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 18, whereby the temperature of high-pressure steam introduced to the steam passage 16 is controlled to a predetermined temperature.

[0027] Temperature detection means T1 is connected to the steam passage 16 to be located between the gas turbine 1 and the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage 18. The temperature detection means T1 detects the temperature of steam introduced to the gas turbine 1. Differential-pressure detection means P1 is connected to the steam passage 16 so as to detect a difference in steam pressure between the inlet side and the outlet side of the combustor 17 to thereby detect the differential pressure; i.e., flow rate, of steam flowing through the combustor 17. Second temperature detection means T3 is connected to the high-pressure steam passage 18 to be located on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid passage 19. The second temperature detection means T3 detects the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 18. In FIG. 1, reference character P2 denotes inlet-pressure detection means for detecting the pressure of steam within the steam passage 16 on the inlet side of the combustor 17; P3 denotes outlet-pressure detection means for detecting the pressure of steam within the steam passage 16 on the inlet side of the combustor 17; and T2 denotes outlet-temperature detection means for detecting the temperature of steam within the steam passage 16 on the outlet side of the combustor 17.

[0028] Detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the differential-pressure detection means P1, the second temperature detection means T3, the inlet-pressure detection means P2,
outlet-pressure detection means P3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to a control unit 25. Further, a signal indicative of output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to the control unit 25. The control unit 25 includes a first output section 31 for outputting an open/close command to the first flow control valve 20, a second output section 32 for outputting open/close commands to the second flow control valve 21, and a third output section 33 for outputting open/close commands to the third flow control valve 22.

[0029] On the basis of the detection information (indicative of differential pressure) output from the differential-pressure detection means P1, the first output section 31 opens or closes the first flow control valve 20 so as to restrict the flow of steam to the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 12, whereby the flow rate of steam flowing through the combustor 17 is controlled properly. On the basis of the detection information output from the differential-pressure detection means P1 and the temperature detection means T1, the second output section 32 opens or closes the second flow control valve 21, and on the basis of the detection information output from the second temperature detection means T3, the third output section 33 opens or closes the third flow control valve 22, whereby the temperature of steam flowing through the gas turbine 1 and the combustor 17 is controlled properly, while a proper flow rate is maintained (flow rate adjustment means).

[0030] Specifically, in the first output section 31, a flow rate of cooling steam which the combustor 17 requires is calculated; a differential pressure corresponding to the required flow rate of cooling steam is calculated; and an open/close command is output to the first flow control valve 20 such that the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 becomes equal to the calculated differential pressure (differential-pressure control). Thus, cooling steam of the required flow rate is introduced to the combustor 17. Further, in the second output section 32, a steam temperature which the gas turbine 1 requires is calculated; and an open/close command is output to the second flow control valve 21 such that the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 becomes equal to the calculated temperature (temperature control). Simultaneously, in the third output section 33, on the basis of the temperature of steam introduced to the steam passage 16 (detection information output from the second temperature detection means T3), an open/close command is output to the third flow control valve 22, whereby the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water can be controlled properly, and the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 18 is lowered to a predetermined temperature.

[0031] When the flow rate of steam flowing through the combustor 17 increases or decreases due to temperature control, the first flow control valve 20 is opened or closed on the basis of detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1, so that the predetermined steam flow rate is secured. When a delay is produced in generation of intermediate-pressure steam due to variation in load or other cause and the absolute flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 16 becomes insufficient, backup control is performed preferentially over temperature control. In backup control, the second flow control valve 21 is opened or closed such that the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 becomes equal to the calculated differential pressure, to thereby introduce high-pressure steam. Thus, a required steam flow rate is secured. That is, even in differential-pressure control, an open/close command is output to the second flow control valve 21, and the opening of the second flow control valve 21 is controlled on the basis of a higher of the value of an opening command output by means of temperature control and the value of an opening command output by means of differential-pressure control.

[0032] In the above-described steam control apparatus, low-temperature steam generated in the intermediate-pressure drum 6 and high-temperature steam generated in the high-pressure drum 3 are mixed, and the mixed steam is introduced to the gas turbine 1 and the combustor 17, while the flow rate and the temperature of the mixed steam are controlled properly. In order to optimize the mixing, the steam flow rate is controlled through opening and closing of the first flow control valve 20 provided in the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 15, and the flow rate of high-pressure steam is controlled through opening and closing of the second flow control valve 21 provided in the high-pressure steam passage 18 to thereby control the steam temperature. Further, when the intermediate-pressure steam becomes insufficient, by means of backup control, the second flow control valve 21 is opened in order to supply high-pressure steam to thereby secure the required flow rate. Thus, it becomes possible to satisfy two different requirements; i.e., steam temperature adjustment for supplying steam to the blade ring of the gas turbine 1 to thereby maintain a proper clearance, and steam flow-rate adjustment for properly cooling the combustor 17, to thereby achieve control of the clearance of the blade ring portion by means of steam and cooling of the combustor 17 by means of steam.

[0033] Flow control means will be described in detail with reference to FIGs. 2 to 4. FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of the first output section 31; FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of the second output section 32; and FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of the third output section 33.

[0034] As shown in FIG. 2, detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the inlet-pressure detection means P2, the outlet-pressure detection means P3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to computation means 41 of the first output unit 31. Further, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to conversion compu-
trolled properly.

the detection information from the temperature detection means T1 is input to the addition means 43. The addition means 43 obtains the difference between the target differential pressure output from the computation means 41 and the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1; and PI computation means 44 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference and outputs the opening command to the first flow control valve 20. Accordingly, the first flow control valve 20 is opened and closed selectively, through either temperature control, on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, or differential-pressure control, on the basis of the detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1 (backup control), so that the steam temperature is controlled properly, and simultaneously the required steam flow rate can be secured. That is, when the flow rate of steam on the side of the intermediate-pressure drum 6 becomes insufficient, differential-pressure control is performed preferentially in order to supply high-pressure steam to thereby secure the required steam flow rate.

As shown in FIG. 3, detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the inlet-pressure detection means P2, the outlet-pressure detection means P3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to computation means 41 of the second output unit 32. Further, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to second conversion computation means 45 which converts the output MW to a target steam flow rate of backup steam, which is then input to the computation means 41. The computation means 41 converts the input information to a target differential pressure and outputs the target differential pressure to addition means 43. The differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 is input to the addition means 43. The addition means 43 obtains the difference between the target differential pressure output from the computation means 41 and the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1; and PI computation means 44 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference.

Meanwhile, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to temperature setting computation means 46, which converts the output MW to a target steam temperature, which is then input to second addition means 47. The temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 is input to the second addition means 47. The second addition means 47 obtains the difference between the target steam temperature output from the temperature setting computation means 46 and the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 and second PI computation means 48 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference and outputs the opening command to the third flow control valve 22. Accordingly, the third flow control valve 22 is opened and closed on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, so that the steam temperature is controlled properly.

Further, a higher-value selection unit 49 compares the opening command (for differential pressure control) from the PI computation means 44 and the opening command (for temperature control) from the second PI computation means 48, and outputs the higher of these values to the second flow control valve 21 as an opening command. Accordingly, the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed selectively, through either temperature control, on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, or differential-pressure control, on the basis of the detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1 (backup control), so that the steam temperature is controlled properly, and simultaneously the required steam flow rate can be secured.

As shown in FIG. 4, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to third conversion means 51 of the third output section 33. The third conversion computation means 51 converts the output MW to a target steam temperature, which is set higher than the temperature of intermediate-pressure steam. Meanwhile, the temperature detected by the second temperature detection means T3 is input to third addition means 52. Further, the target steam temperature output from the third conversion computation means 51 is input to the third addition means 52. The third addition means 52 obtains the difference between the target steam temperature output from the third conversion computation means 51 and the temperature detected by the second temperature detection means T3; and third PI computation means 53 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference and outputs the opening command to the third flow control valve 22. Accordingly, the third flow control valve 22 is opened and closed on the basis of the detection information from the second temperature detection means T3, so that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water for temperature decrease is controlled properly.

FIG. 5 shows the relation between steam flow rate and output MW of the gas turbine 1 used when the above-described control is performed. FIG. 6 shows the relation between steam set temperature and output MW of the gas turbine 1 used when the above-described control is performed.

As shown in FIG. 5, the steam flow rate is controlled to increase with the output MW of the gas turbine 1. Further, the control is performed in such a manner that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam (shown by a solid line in FIG. 5) determined through open/close control of the first flow control valve 20 becomes higher than the flow rate of high-pressure steam (the flow rate of steam from the high-pressure steam passage; shown by a broken line in FIG. 5) determined...
As shown in FIG. 6, the steam set temperature on the basis of which the second and third flow control valves 21 and 22 are opened and closed is set such that the steam set temperature decreases as the output MW of the gas turbine 1 increases. Further, control is performed in such a manner that the flow rate of high-pressure steam and the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water decrease as the output MW of the gas turbine 1 increases. For example, the second and third flow control valves 21 and 22 are opened and closed in such a manner that the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 18 becomes equal to the temperature T1 of intermediate-pressure steam when the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is 100%. In FIG. 6, a solid line indicates steam set temperature for performing open/close control for the second flow control valve 21, and a broken line indicates steam set temperature for performing open/close control for the third flow control valve 22.

In the steam control, the flow rate and temperature of steam introduced to the gas turbine 1 and the combustor 17 are controlled through mixing intermediate-pressure steam and high-pressure steam. Further, when the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam becomes insufficient, the high-pressure steam is used as backup steam. However, since the flow rate of high-pressure steam serving as backup steam is limited, the flow rate of high-pressure steam is preferably lowered to a possible degree.

When the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam is sufficient; i.e., when the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by mean of temperature control, the temperature of high-pressure steam is elevated (the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water is lowered to thereby reduce the degree of temperature drop), so that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam increases, and thus the flows rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced. In contrast, when the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam is insufficient; i.e., when the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of the backup control (differential-pressure control), the temperature of high-pressure steam is lowered (the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water is increased to thereby increase the degree of temperature drop), so that the supply temperature decreases, and thus the flow rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced. Therefore, the flow rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced through switching the set value for the third flow control valve 22, which controls the temperature of high-pressure steam, depending on whether the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of temperature control or differential-pressure control.

Next, with reference to FIGs. 7 and 8, there will be described an embodiment of the control unit which has a function for judging whether the second flow control valve 21 is controlled by an open/close command issued during temperature control or an open/close command issued during differential-pressure control, and which, during differential-pressure control, shifts the set value for the third flow control valve 22 toward an open side with respect to the value employed during temperature control. FIG. 7 shows a block diagram of a second output section of a control unit according to a second embodiment, which output section outputs an opening command for the second flow control valve 21. FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of a third output section of the control unit according to the second embodiment, which output section outputs an opening command for the third flow control valve 22. Since a first output section 31 for outputting an opening command for the first flow control valve 20 is identical with that shown in FIG. 2 for the first embodiment, its repeated description is omitted.

As shown in FIG. 7, detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the inlet-pressure detection means T2, the outlet-pressure detection means T3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T4 is input to computation means 41. The computation means 41 converts the input information to a target differential pressure and outputs the target differential pressure to addition means 47. The differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 is input to the addition means 43. The addition means 43 obtains the difference between the target differential pressure output from the computation means 41 and the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1; and P1 computation means 44 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference.

Meanwhile, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to temperature setting computation means 46, which converts the output MW to a target steam temperature, which is then input to second addition means 47 and addition means 50, which will be described later. The temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 is input to the second addition means 47. The second addition means 47 obtains the difference between the target steam temperature output from the temperature setting computation means 46 and the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1; and second P1 computation means 48 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference. Accordingly, the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, so that the steam temperature is controlled properly.

Further, a higher-value selection unit 49 compares the opening command (for differential pressure...
control) from the PI computation means 44 and the opening command (for temperature control) from the second PI computation means 48, and outputs the higher value to the second flow control valve 21 as an opening command. Accordingly, the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed selectively, through either temperature control, on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, or differential-pressure control, on the basis of the detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1 (backup control), so that the steam temperature is controlled properly, and simultaneously the required steam flow rate can be secured. That is, when the flow rate of steam on the side of the intermediate-pressure drum 6 becomes insufficient, differential-pressure control is performed preferentially in order to supply high-pressure steam to thereby secure the required steam flow rate.

In the second output section 37, the difference (a command for differential-pressure control) obtained in the PI computation means 44 and the difference selected by the higher-value selection unit 49 (a command for differential-pressure control or a command for temperature control) are input to fourth addition means 56 and added together. For example, the difference obtained in the PI computation means 44 is input to the fourth addition means 56 as a negative value, and the difference selected by the higher-value selection unit 49 is input to the fourth addition means 56 as a positive value. The result of the addition is input to a judging unit 57 which judges whether the result of the addition is not greater than zero or greater than zero. When the result of the addition is not greater than zero, this means that the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of differential-pressure control. When the result of the addition is greater than zero, this means that the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of temperature control. The result of judgment by the judging unit 57 as to whether the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of temperature control or differential-pressure control is fed to the third output section 38 shown in FIG. 8.

As shown in FIG. 8, the third output section 38 includes fourth conversion computation means 61 and fifth conversion computation means 62; and the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 1 is input to the fourth conversion computation means 61 and the fifth conversion computation means 62. The fourth conversion computation means 61 converts the output MW to a target steam temperature which is to be used during differential-pressure control. The fifth conversion computation means 62 converts the output MW to a target steam temperature which is to be used during temperature control. The target steam temperature for differential-pressure control obtained through conversion by the fourth conversion computation means 61 is set lower than the target steam temperature for temperature control obtained through conversion by the fifth conversion computation means 62. The target steam temperatures output from the fourth conversion computation means 61 and the fifth conversion computation means 62 are input to a changeover unit 63. The result of judgment output from the judging unit 57 of the above-described second output section 37 is input to the changeover unit 63. The changeover unit 63 selects and outputs one of the target steam temperatures, depending on the result of judgment. Specifically, when the judgment result indicates that the result of addition is equal to zero or less, the changeover unit 63 outputs the target steam temperature for differential-pressure control obtained through conversion by the fourth conversion computation means 61; and when the judgment result indicates that the result of addition is greater than zero, the changeover unit 63 outputs the target steam temperature for temperature control obtained through conversion by the fifth conversion computation means 62.

Moreover, the third output section 38 includes function means 502; and detection information output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to the function means 502. The function means 502 stores a function for increasing its output with temperature. Output from the function means 502 is fed to a subtraction input of addition means 503; and output from the changeover unit 63 is fed to an addition input of the addition means 503. The addition means 503 subtracts the output value of the function means 502 from the output value of the changeover unit 63. Meanwhile, the target steam temperature obtained through conversion by the above-described temperature setting computation means 46 is added to addition means 501, in which a predetermined bias value is added to the target steam temperature. The output value obtained through addition of the predetermined bias value and the output value of the addition means 503 are input to a higher-value selection unit 504, which compares these values and outputs the higher one.

Meanwhile, the temperature detected by the second temperature detection means T3 is input to third addition means 52. Further, the target steam temperature output from the higher-value selection unit 504 is input to the third addition means 52. The third addition means 52 obtains the difference between the target steam temperature output from the higher-value selection unit 504 and the temperature detected by the second temperature detection means T3; and third PI computation means 53 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference and outputs the opening command to the third flow control valve 22. Accordingly, the third flow control valve 22 is opened and closed on the basis of the detection information from the second temperature detection means T3, and so that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water for temperature decrease is controlled properly by means of temperature control and differential-pressure control.

That is, in the above-described embodiment, when the second flow control valve 21 is opened and...
closed by means of temperature control, the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water decreases and the stem temperature increases, so that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam increases (the first flow control valve 20 is opened and closed on the basis of detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1), and thus the flow rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced. In contrast, when the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed by means of the backup control (differential-pressure control), the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water increases and the steam temperature drops, so that the supply temperature decreases, and thus the flow rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced. Consequently, the flow rate of high-pressure steam can be reduced, and reduction in plant efficiency can be minimized.

Further, since the value obtained through subtraction of the output value of the function means 502 (storing function for increasing its output with temperature) from the output value of the changeover unit 63 is input to the third addition means 52, the opening of the third flow control valve 22 is controlled to increase the degree of opening, so that the temperature (T3) of high-pressure backup steam detected by the second temperature detection means T3 decreases. However, since the target steam temperature fed to the third addition means 52 (= steam temperature T3) never becomes lower than steam temperature (T1+α) (the temperature T1 of steam obtained through mixing of high-pressure steam and intermediate-pressure steam; and the second flow control valve 22 is lowered within a range higher than the temperature T3 of high-pressure steam), the higher of the value obtained through addition of a predetermined bias value to the output value (= steam temperature T1) of the temperature setting computation means 46 of FIG. 7 and the value obtained through subtraction of the output value of the function means 502 from the target steam temperature input to the third addition means 52. That is, when the steam temperature at the outlet of the combustor 17 increases, the temperature of high-pressure backup steam is lowered (the preset temperature used for controlling the third flow control valve 22 is lowered within a range higher than the preset inlet steam temperature), so that when the second flow control valve 21 is controlled on the basis of the inlet steam temperature, the flow rate of high-pressure backup steam increases, so that the outlet steam temperature can be lowered. Moreover, even when high-pressure backup steam is introduced by means of differential-pressure control, the outlet steam temperature can be lowered easily through further drop of supply temperature.

FIG. 9 shows the relation between steam set temperature and output MW of the gas turbine 1 used when the above-described control is performed.

As shown in FIG. 9, the steam set temperature on the basis of which the second and third flow control valves 21 and 22 are opened and closed is set such that the steam set temperature decreases as the output MW of the gas turbine 1 increases. That is, control is performed in such a manner that the flow rate of high-pressure steam and the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water decrease as the output MW of the gas turbine 1 increases. In FIG. 9, a solid line indicates steam set temperature for performing open/close control for the second flow control valve 21; a broken line indicates steam set temperature for performing open/close control of the third flow control valve 22 when the open/close control for the second flow control valve 21 is effected by means of temperature control; and an alternate long and short dash line indicates steam set temperature for performing open/close control for the third flow control valve 22 when the open/close control for the second flow control valve 21 is effected by means of differential-pressure control. Since the steam set temperature for opening and closing the third flow control valve 22 when the open/close control for the second flow control valve 21 is effected by means of temperature control is set higher than the steam set temperature when the open/close control for the second flow control valve 21 is effected by means of differential-pressure control, the third flow control valve 22 is controlled toward a close side as compared with the case of differential-pressure control, so that the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water decreases.

A steam control apparatus for a turbine according to a third embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to FIG. 10. FIG. 10 schematically shows the system of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with the steam control apparatus for a turbine according to the third embodiment of the present invention. Since the components of the combined cycle power generation plant are identical with those of the combined cycle power generation plant shown in FIG. 1, the components are denoted by the same reference numerals, and their repeated descriptions are omitted.

As shown in FIG. 10, the first flow control valve 20 for controlling the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam is opened and closed on the basis of detection information output from the temperature detection means T1; and the second flow control valve 21 for controlling the flow rate of high-pressure steam is opened and closed on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detection means P1. Further, the third flow control valve 22 for controlling the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water is opened and closed on the basis of detection information output from the second temperature detection means T3. That is, the first flow control valve 20 is opened and closed in accordance with the temperature of steam within the steam passage 16 to thereby control the flow rate of intermediate-pressure steam; and the second flow control valve 21 is opened and closed in accordance with the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet of the combustor 17 to thereby control the flow rate of high-pressure steam. The flow rate of intermediate-pressure
steam and the flow rate of high-pressure steam are controlled properly such that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 16 increases as the output of the gas turbine 1 increases, and the steam temperature is lowered to a predetermined temperature.

[0058] As in the case of the above-described embodiment, in the steam control apparatus of the third embodiment as well, the temperature and flow rate of steam can be controlled properly through mixing intermediate-pressure steam and high-pressure steam, so that two different requirements; i.e., adjustment of steam temperature and securing of a sufficient steam flow rate, can be satisfied simultaneously.

[0059] Notably, the detection means are not limited to those employed in the above-described embodiment, insofar as a modified configuration enables the first flow control valve 20 provided on the intermediate-pressure steam side and the second flow control valve 21 provided on the high-pressure steam side to be opened and closed on the basis of pressure and temperature of steam within the steam passage 16. For example, a modified configuration may be employed in which any one of the illustrated detection means is omitted, and means for directly or indirectly detecting the load of the gas turbine 1, the pressure of each drum, or the clearance of the blade ring portion of the gas turbine 1 is added. Further, the individual detection means may be combined in appropriate manners. Moreover, the fluid introduced from the auxiliary fluid passage 19 is not limited to intermediate-pressure feed water, and any fluid which can lower the temperature of high-pressure steam may be employed.

[0060] A fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described with reference to FIGs. 11 to 14. FIG. 11 schematically shows the system of a combined cycle power generation plant equipped with a steam control apparatus for a turbine according to the forth embodiment of the present invention; FIG. 12 shows a control block for controlling a first flow control valve; FIG. 13 shows a control block for controlling a second flow control valves and FIG. 14 shows a control block for controlling a fourth flow control valve.

[0061] As shown in FIG. 11, exhaust gas from a gas turbine 101 is fed to a waste heat recovery boiler 102. In the waste heat recovery boiler 102, a high-pressure drum 103, a first high-pressure superheater 104, and a second high-pressure superheater 105 are provided to form a high-pressure-side unit; and an intermediate-pressure drum 106, an intermediate-pressure superheater 107, and a reheater 108 are provided to form a low-pressure-side unit. Steam generated in the high-pressure drum 103 is fed through a high-pressure-side steam introduction passage 109 to a high-pressure steam turbine 110 via the first high-pressure superheater 104 and the second high-pressure superheater 105. Steam discharged from the high-pressure steam turbine 110 is fed through a steam introduction passage 111 to an intermediate-pressure steam turbine 112 via the reheater 108. Steam discharged from the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 112 is fed to a low-pressure steam turbine 113 and is then condensed by a condenser 114; and the thus-produced condensate is collected to the waste heat recovery boiler 102. Meanwhile, steam generated in the intermediate-pressure drum 106 is fed through an intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 115, serving as a steam introduction passage, to the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 112 via the intermediate-pressure superheater 107 and the reheater 108.

[0062] A steam passage 116 branches off the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 115. The steam passage 116 provides a bypass flow of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and a combustor 117, which is a high-temperature component, and merges into the steam introduction passage 111 on the inlet side of the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 112. A fourth flow control valve 201 is provided in the steam passage 116 to be located on the outlet side of the combustor 117, and the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 is controlled through opening and closing the fourth flow control valve 201. Notably, in some cases, the fourth flow control valve 201 is provided in the steam passage 116 to be located on the inlet side of the combustor 117. Further, a high-pressure steam passage 118 branches off the high-pressure-side steam introduction passage 109 on the downstream side of the second high-pressure superheater 105. The high-pressure steam passage 118 merges into the steam passage 116 on the upstream side of the gas turbine 101. An auxiliary fluid passage 119 to which water is fed from an intermediate-pressure water feed pump merges into the high-pressure steam passage 118.

[0063] A first flow control valve 120 is disposed in the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 115 to be located on the downstream side of the branching portion where the steam passage 116 branches off. The flow rate of steam which passes through the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 115 is adjusted through opening and closing of the first flow control valve 120. A second flow control valve 121 is disposed in the high-pressure steam passage 118 to be located on the upstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid passage 119. The flow rate of high-pressure steam introduced from the high-pressure steam passage 118 to the steam passage 116 is adjusted through opening and closing of the second flow control valve 121. Thus, the temperature of steam in the steam passage 116 is adjusted. Moreover, a third flow control valve 122 serving as an auxiliary fluid pressure control valve is disposed in the auxiliary fluid passage 119. A proper amount of intermediate-pressure feed water is introduced to the high-pressure steam passage 118 through opening and closing of the third flow control valve 122 to thereby lower the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 118, whereby
the temperature of high-pressure steam introduced to the steam passage 116 is controlled to a predetermined temperature.

[0064] Temperature detection means T1 is connected to the steam passage 116 to be located between the gas turbine 101 and the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage 118. The temperature detection means T1 detects the temperature of steam introduced to the gas turbine 101. Differential-pressure detection means P1 is connected to the steam passage 116 so as to detect a difference in steam pressure between the inlet side and the outlet side of the combustor 117 to thereby detect the differential pressure; i.e., flow rate, of steam flowing through the combustor 117. Second temperature detection means T3 serves as an auxiliary steam-temperature detection means is connected to the high-pressure steam passage 118 to be located on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid passage 119. The second temperature detection means T3 detects the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 118. In FIG. 11, reference character P2 denotes inlet-pressure detection means for detecting the pressure of steam within the steam passage 116 on the inlet side of the combustor 117; P3 denotes outlet-pressure detection means for detecting the pressure of steam within the steam passage 116 on the outlet side of the combustor 117; and T2 denotes outlet-temperature detection means for detecting the temperature of steam within the steam passage 116 on the outlet side of the combustor 117. The outlet-temperature detection means T2 serves as cooled-steam-temperature detection means. Moreover, chamber-pressure detection means P4 for detecting the chamber pressure of the combustor 117 is provided on the inlet side of the combustor 117.

[0065] Detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the differential-pressure detection means P1, the second temperature detection means T3, the inlet-pressure detection means P2, the outlet-pressure detection means P3, the outlet-temperature detection means T2, and the chamber-pressure detection means P4 is input to a control unit 125. Further, a signal indicative of output MW of the gas turbine 101 is input to the control unit 125. The control unit 125 outputs open/close commands to the first flow control valve 120, the second flow control valve 121, the third flow control valve 122, and the fourth flow control valve 201.

[0066] On the basis of the detection information (indicative of differential pressure) output from the differential-pressure detection means P1, the control unit 125 opens or closes the first flow control valve 120 so as to restrict the flow of steam to the intermediate-pressure steam turbine 112, whereby the flow rate of steam flowing through the combustor 117 is controlled properly. On the basis of the detection information output from the differential-pressure detection means P1 and the temperature detection means T1, the control unit 125 opens or closes the second flow control valve 121, and on the basis of the detection information output from the second temperature detection means T3, the control unit 125 opens or closes the third flow control valve 122, whereby the temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 is controlled properly, while a proper flow rate is maintained. Moreover, on the basis of the detection information output from the chamber-pressure detection means P4, the control unit 125 opens or closes the fourth flow control valve 201, whereby the flow rate of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 is controlled properly.

[0067] When the steam temperature increases due to a certain anomalous state even through the flow rate of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 is maintained at a proper level, on the basis of detection information output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2, the first flow control valve 120, the second flow control valve 121, the third flow control valve 122, and the fourth flow control valve 201 are opened and closed in order to increase the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 to thereby prevent excessive increase of the temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117.

[0068] Specifically, in the control unit 125, a flow rate of steam necessary to cool the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 is calculated; a differential pressure corresponding to the required flow rate of cooling steam is calculated; and an open/close command is output to the first flow control valve 120 such that the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 becomes equal to the calculated differential pressure. Thus, cooling steam of the required flow rate is introduced to the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117. Further, in the control unit 125, a steam temperature which the gas turbine 1 requires is calculated; and an open/close command is output to the second flow control valve 121 such that the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 becomes equal to the calculated temperature. At this time, in the control unit 125, on the basis of the temperature of steam introduced to the steam passage 116 (detection information output from the second temperature detection means T3 and detection information output from the temperature detection means T1), an open/close command is output to the third flow control valve 122, whereby the flow rate of intermediate-pressure feed water is controlled properly, and the temperature of steam within the high-pressure steam passage 118 is lowered to a predetermined temperature. Moreover, in the control unit 125, on the basis of the chamber pressure of the combustor 117, an open/close command is output to the fourth flow control valve 201.

[0069] When the flow rate of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 increases or decreases due to temperature control,
the first flow control valve 120 is opened or closed on the basis of detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1, so that the predetermined steam flow rate is secured. When a delay is produced in generation of intermediate-pressure steam due to variation in load or any other cause and the absolute flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 becomes insufficient, backup control is performed preferentially over temperature control. In the backup control, the second flow control valve 121 is opened or closed such that the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 becomes equal to the calculated differential pressure, whereby high-pressure steam is introduced in order to secure the required steam flow rate. That is, even in differential-pressure control, an open/close command is output to the second flow control valve 121, and opening of the second flow control valve 121 is controlled on the basis of the higher of the value of an opening command output by means of temperature control and the value of an opening command output by means of differential-pressure control.

In the above-described steam control apparatus, low-temperature steam generated in the intermediate-pressure drum 106 and high-temperature steam generated in the high-pressure drum 103 are mixed, and the mixed steam is introduced to the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117, while the flow rate and the temperature of the mixed steam are controlled properly. In order to optimize the mixing, the flow rate of steam is controlled through opening and closing of the first flow control valve 120 provided in the intermediate-pressure-side steam introduction passage 115, and the flow rate of high-pressure steam is controlled through opening and closing of the second flow control valve 121 provided in the high-pressure steam passage 118 to thereby control the steam temperature. Further, when the intermediate-pressure steam becomes insufficient, by means of backup control, the second flow control valve 121 is opened in order to supply high-pressure steam to thereby secure the required flow rate. Moreover, the fourth flow control valve 201 is opened and closed in accordance with the chamber pressure of the combustor 117 to thereby control the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116. Therefore, it becomes possible to satisfy two different requirements; i.e., steam temperature adjustment for supplying steam to the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 to thereby maintain a proper clearance, and steam flow-rate adjustment for properly cooling the combustor 117, to thereby achieve control of the clearance of a blade ring portion by means of steam and cooling of the combustor 117 by means of steam simultaneously.

The status of controlling the first flow control valve 120, the second flow control valve 121, and the fourth flow control valve 201 will be described in detail with reference to FIGs. 12 to 14. FIG. 12 shows a control block for controlling the first flow control valve 120; FIG. 13 shows a control block for controlling the second flow control valve 121; and FIG. 14 shows a control block for controlling the fourth flow control valve 201.

As shown in FIG. 12, detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the inlet-pressure detection means P2, the outlet-pressure detection means P3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to computation means 141 of the control unit 125. Further, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 101 is input to conversion computation means 142, which converts the output MW to a target steam flow rate, which is then input to addition means 151. Meanwhile, function means 150 computes a bias on the basis of the detection information (temperature) output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2. The addition means 151 adds the bias to the target steam flow rate, and outputs the thus-obtained value to the computation means 141.

Specifically, the bias value is set such that the target flow rate of cooling steam increases with the steam temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2. That is, as the steam temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 increases, the degree of opening of the first flow control valve 120 is decreased so as to increase the flow rate of steam fed to the steam passage 116. The computation means 141 converts the input information to a target differential pressure and outputs the target differential pressure to addition means 143. The differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 is input to the addition means 143. The addition means 143 obtains the difference between the target differential pressure output from the computation means 141 and the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1; and P1 computation means 144 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference and outputs the opening command to the input 0 of selection means 152. A complete-close command (minimum opening; e.g., 3 to 5% opening) is supplied from command means 153 to the input 1 of the selection means 152.

In an ordinary state, the selection means 152 is maintained off and enters an on state upon reception of a command from comparison means 154. That is, when the selection means 152 enters the on state, in place of the command fed to the input 0, the command fed to the input 1 is output as an output command. When the selection means 152 is in the off state, the opening command fed to the input 0 (the opening command corresponding to the output MW of the gas turbine 101 and the status of the steam passage 116) is output to the first flow control valve 120; and when the selection means 152 is in the on state, the opening command fed to the input 1 (the complete-close command) is output to the first flow control valve 120. Detection information output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to the comparison means 154, which outputs the result of comparison to the selection means 152. When
the comparison means 154 judges that the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is higher than a predetermined value (upper limit), the comparison means 154 outputs an on signal to the selection means 152, so that the selection means 152 selects the opening command fed to the input 1.

[0075] Accordingly, the first flow control valve 120 is opened and closed on the basis of the output MW of the gas turbine 101 and the status of the steam passage 116 in such a manner that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 attains a predetermined level. Further, when the temperature of steam on the outlet side of the combustor 117 detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 increases, the first flow control valve 120 is controlled such that its opening decreases. Thus, the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 increases. Moreover, when the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit), the first flow control valve 120 is closed completely by means of the complete close command (minimum opening command), so that the entirety of steam from the intermediate-pressure drum 106 is fed to the steam passage 116.

[0076] As shown in FIG. 13, detection information output from the temperature detection means T1, the inlet-pressure detection means P2, the outlet-pressure detection means P3, and the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to the computation means 141 of the control unit 125. Further, the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 101 is input to second conversion computation means 145, which converts the output MW to a target flow rate of backup steam, which is then input to addition means 162. Meanwhile, function means 161 computes a bias on the basis of the detection information (temperature) output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2. The addition means 162 adds the bias to the target flow rate of backup steam, and outputs the thus-obtained value to the computation means 141.

[0077] The computation means 141 converts the input information to a target differential pressure and outputs the target differential pressure to addition means 143. The differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1 is input to the addition means 143. The addition means 143 obtains the difference between the target differential pressure output from the computation means 141 and the differential pressure detected by the differential-pressure detection means P1; and PI computation means 144 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference.

[0078] Specifically, the output MW from the gas turbine 101 increases, the second flow control valve 121 is opened so as to increase the flow rate of steam fed from the high-pressure steam passage 118 to the steam passage 116.

[0079] Meanwhile, the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1 is input, as a subtraction-side value, to addition means 601; and the signal indicative of the output MW of the gas turbine 101 is input to temperature setting computation means 602, which converts the output MW to a target steam temperature, which is then input, as an addition-side value, to addition means 601. The addition means 601 obtains the difference between the target steam temperature output from the temperature setting computation means 602 and the temperature detected by the temperature detection means T1; and PI computation means 603 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference. Further, a higher-value selection unit 604 compares the opening command (for differential pressure control) from the PI computation means 603 and the opening command (for temperature control) from the second PI computation means 144, and outputs the higher value to the second flow control valve 121 as an opening command.

[0080] Accordingly, the second flow control valve 121 is opened and closed on the basis of the output MW of the gas turbine 101 and the status of the steam passage 116 in such a manner that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116 attains a predetermined level. Further, when the temperature of steam on the outlet side of the combustor 117 detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 increases, the second flow control valve 121 is opened in order to increase the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage 116. Moreover, the second flow control valve 121 is opened and closed selectively through either temperature control, on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detection means T1, or differential-pressure control, on the basis of the detection information from the differential-pressure detection means P1 (backup control), so that the steam temperature is controlled properly, and simultaneously the required steam flow rate can be secured. That is, when the flow rate of steam on the side of the intermediate-pressure drum 106 becomes insufficient, differential-pressure control is performed preferentially in order to introduce high-pressure steam to thereby secure the required steam flow rate.

[0081] As shown in FIG. 14, a command value output from command means 211 and a value (pressure) output from the chamber-pressure detection means P4 input to addition means 210 of the control unit 125. The addition means 210 adds these values to thereby obtain a target steam pressure, which is then fed to addition means 212. The addition means 212 calculates the difference between the target steam pressure and the pressure detected by the outlet-pressure detection means P3. PI computation means 213 calculates an opening command from the thus-obtained difference.
and outputs the opening command to the input 0 of selection means 214. A full-open command is supplied from command means 215 to the input 1 of the selection means 214.

[0082] In an ordinary state, the selection means 214 is maintained off and enters an on state upon reception of a command from comparison means 216. That is, when the selection means 214 enters the on state, in place of the command fed to the input 0, the command fed to the input 1 is output as an output command. When the selection means 214 is in the off state, the opening command fed to the input 0 (the opening command corresponding to the chamber pressure and the pressure on the outlet side of the combustor 117) is output to the fourth flow control valve 201; and when the selection means 214 is in the on state, the opening command fed to the input 1 (the full-open command) is output to the fourth flow control valve 201. Detection information output from the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is input to the comparison means 216, which outputs the result of comparison to the selection means 214. When the comparison means 216 judges that the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 is higher than a predetermined value (upper limit), the comparison means 216 outputs an on signal to the selection means 214, so that the selection means 214 selects the opening command fed to the input 1.

[0083] Accordingly, when the temperature of steam on the outlet side of the combustor 117 and the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit), the fourth flow control valve 201 is opened fully in order to increase the flow rate of cooling steam. By virtue of this control, the flow rate of cooling steam is increased also in the case in which the temperature of cooling steam exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit) despite the flow rate of cooling steam being controlled to a predetermined level.

[0084] Therefore, when the temperature of steam on the outlet side of the combustor 117 increases, the flow rate of cooling steam is increased as the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 increases, and when the temperature detected by the outlet-temperature detection means T2 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit), the entirety of steam fed from the intermediate-pressure drum 106 is fed to the steam passage 116, and the fourth flow control valve 201 is opened fully in order to increase the flow rate of cooling steam. This operation enables the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 to be protected when the temperature of cooling steam increases despite the flow rate of cooling steam being controlled to a predetermined level.

[0085] Accordingly, when there arises a possibility of the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 being damaged due to an increase in the temperature of cooling steam supplied thereto, the flow rate of cooling steam introduced to the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117 is increased in order to protect the blade ring and the combustor 117. Accordingly, the steam control apparatus of the present invention can protect the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 and the combustor 117, without use of an interlock function, even when the outlet side temperature of the combustor 117 increases.

[0086] Therefore, it becomes possible to satisfy two different requirements; i.e., steam temperature adjustment for supplying steam to the blade ring of the gas turbine 101 to thereby maintain a proper clearance, and steam flow-rate adjustment for properly cooling the combustor 117, while protecting the blade ring and the combustor 17. Thus, it becomes possible to simultaneously achieve control of the clearance of a blade ring portion by means of steam and cooling of the combustor 117 by means of steam, with high reliability.

[0087] When the outlet temperature of the combustor 117 increases, the control for opening and closing the first and second flow control valves 120 and 121 is performed in such a manner that the first flow control valve 120 is closed in order to feed steam from the intermediate-pressure drum 106 to the steam passage 116, and that if the outlet temperature of the combustor 117 is still high even after the first flow control valve 120 is fully opened, the second flow control valve 121 is opened in order to increase the flow rate of steam fed from the high-pressure steam passage 118. Further, when the outlet temperature of the combustor 117 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit), the fourth flow control valve 201 is opened fully in order to increase the flow rate of cooling steam. It is to be noted that the control for opening and closing the first and second flow control valve 120 and 121 is designed properly in accordance with the capacity of the facility and other factors, and is performed in combination with opening and closing of other control valves, in order to simultaneously obtain a predetermined flow rate and temperature. Further, the control for opening and closing the fourth flow control valve 201 may be modified such that the flow control valve 201 opens and closes properly in accordance with the increased temperature before the outlet temperature of the combustor 117 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit), and is fully opened when the outlet temperature of the combustor 117 exceeds the predetermined value (upper limit).

Claims

1. A steam control apparatus for a turbine, comprising:

- a waste heat recovery boiler (2;102) including a high-pressure unit for generating high-pressure steam by use of exhaust gas of a gas turbine (1;101), and a low-pressure unit for generating low-pressure steam by use of exhaust gas of the gas turbine (1;101);
a steam turbine (10, 12, 13; 110, 112, 113) operated by means of steam generated by the waste heat recovery boiler (2; 102); a low-pressure-side steam introduction passage (15; 115) for introducing low-pressure steam from the low-pressure unit of the waste heat recovery boiler (2; 102) to the steam turbine (10, 12, 13; 110, 112, 113); a high-pressure-side steam introduction passage (11; 111) for introducing high-pressure steam from the high-pressure unit of the waste heat recovery boiler (2; 102) to the steam turbine (10, 12, 13; 110, 112, 113); a steam passage (16; 116) branching off the low-pressure-side steam introduction passage (15; 115) and serving as a bypass for introducing low-pressure steam from the low-pressure unit to a high-temperature component (17; 117); a high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) branching off the high-pressure-side steam introduction passage (11; 111) and merging into the steam passage (16; 116) on the upstream side of the high-temperature component (17; 117); and a flow-rate adjustment-control unit (25; 125) for adjusting the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) and the flow rate of steam flowing through the high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) to thereby adjust the flow rate and temperature of steam flowing through the high-temperature component (17; 117);

characterized in that
said steam passage (16; 116) branching off the low-pressure-side steam introduction passage (15; 115) also serves as a bypass for introducing low-pressure steam from the low-pressure unit to a blade ring of the gas turbine (1; 101); said high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) branching off the high-pressure-side steam introduction passage (11; 111) merges into the steam passage (16; 116) on the upstream side of the blade ring of the gas turbine (1; 101); and said flow-rate adjustment-control unit (25; 125) is also for adjusting the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) and the flow rate of steam flowing through the high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) to thereby adjust the flow rate and temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine (1; 101); and wherein the flow-rate adjustment-control unit (25; 125) comprises:

a first flow control valve (20; 120) provided in the low-pressure-side steam introduction passage (15; 115) on the downstream side of the branching portion of the steam passage (16; 116) and adapted to control the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) through adjustment of the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam turbine (10, 12, 13; 110, 112, 113); a second flow control valve (21; 121) provided in the high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) and adapted to control the temperature of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) through adjustment of the flow rate of high-pressure steam; a temperature detector (T1) for detecting the temperature of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) on the downstream side of the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage (18; 118); a pressure detector (P1, P2, P3) for detecting the pressure of steam flowing through the steam passage (16; 116) on the downstream side of the merging portion of the high-pressure steam passage (18; 118) and the control unit (25; 125) has a function for controlling the first and second flow control valves (20, 21; 120, 121) on the basis of the temperature detected by the temperature detector (T1) and the pressure detected by the pressure detector (P1, P2, P3) in order to maintain at predetermined values the flow rate and temperature of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine (1; 101) and the high-temperature component (17; 117).

2. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 1, wherein
the high-temperature component (17) is a combustor;
the pressure detector (P1, P2, P3) is a differential-pressure detector (P1) for detecting a difference in steam pressure between the inlet and outlet of the combustor;
an auxiliary fluid introduction passage (19) having a third flow control valve (22) merges into the high-pressure steam passage (18) on the downstream side of the second flow control valve (21); a second temperature detector (T3) is provided in the high-pressure steam passage (18) on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid introduction passage (19); and the control unit (25) has a function for opening and closing the first flow control valve (20) on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1), opening and closing the second flow control valve (21) on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1) and detection information output from the temperature detector (T1), and opening and closing the third flow control valve (22) on the basis of detection information output from the second temperature detector (T3), such that the
flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (16) increases with output of the gas turbine (1), and the steam temperature decreases to a predetermined temperature.

3. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 2, wherein the control unit (25) has a function used when the second flow control valve (21) is opened and closed on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1) and detection information output from the temperature detector (T1), the function being adapted to compare an open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1) and an open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information output from the temperature detector (T1) and to open and close the second flow control valve (21) on the basis of the open/close command which designates a larger opening.

4. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 3, wherein the control unit (25) has a function for judging whether the second flow control valve (21) is opened and closed on the basis of the open/close command derived from the detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1) or the open/close command derived from the detection information output from the temperature detector (T1); and a function for setting the opening of the third flow control valve (22) for the case in which the open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1) is used, such that the opening becomes greater than that of the third flow control valve (22) for the case in which the open/close command determined on the basis of the detection information from the temperature detector (T1) is used.

5. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 1, wherein the high-temperature component (17) is a combustor;

the pressure detector (P1, P2, P3) is a differential-pressure detector (P1) for detecting a difference in steam pressure between the inlet and outlet of the combustor;

an auxiliary fluid introduction passage (19) having a third flow control valve (22) merges into the high-pressure steam passage (18) on the downstream side of the second flow control valve (21):

a second temperature detector (T3) is provided in the high-pressure steam passage (18) on the downstream side of the merging portion of the auxiliary fluid introduction passage (19); and

the control unit (25) has a function for opening and closing the first flow control valve (20) on the basis of detection information output from the temperature detector (T1), opening and closing the second flow control valve (21) on the basis of detection information output from the differential-pressure detector (P1), and opening and closing the third flow control valve (22) on the basis of detection information output from the second temperature detector (T3), such that the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (16) increases with output of the gas turbine (1), and the steam temperature is lowered to a predetermined temperature.

6. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 1, the flow-rate adjustment-control unit (125) comprises:

a passed-steam temperature detector (T2) for detecting the temperature of steam after passing through the blade ring of the gas turbine (101) and the high-temperature component (117);

wherein the control unit (125) has a function for opening and closing the first flow control valve (120) on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam temperature detector (T2) in order to adjust the flow rate of steam introduced to the steam passage (116), and for opening and closing the second flow control valve (121) on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam temperature detector (T2) in order to adjust the flow rate of steam flowing through the high-pressure steam passage (118), to thereby maintain at a predetermined level the flow rate of steam flowing through the blade ring of the gas turbine (101) and the high-temperature component (117).

7. The steam control apparatus for a turbine according to claim 6, wherein a fourth flow control valve (201) is provided in the steam passage (116) on the downstream side of the blade ring of the gas turbine (101) and the high-temperature component (117); and

the control unit (125) has a function for opening and closing the fourth flow control valve (201) on the basis of detection information output from the passed-steam temperature detector (T2) in order to control the flow rate of steam flowing through the steam passage (116) to thereby secure the steam flow rate of the steam passage (116), and a function for fully opening the fourth flow control valve (201) when the passed-steam temperature detector (T2) detects that the steam temperature exceeds an upper limit.
Patentansprüche

1. Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine, mit:
   - einem Abwärme-Rückgewinnungskessel (2;102) mit einer Hochdruckeinheit zum Erzeugen von Hochdruckdampf unter Verwendung von Abgas einer Gasturbine (1;101), und einer Niederdruckeinheit zum Erzeugen von Niederdruckdampf unter Verwendung von Abgas der Gasturbine (1;101),
   - einer Dampfturbine (10,12,13;110,112,113), die mittels von dem Abwärme-Rückgewinnungskessel (2;102) erzeugtem Dampf betrieben wird,
   - einem niederdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (15;115) zum Einleiten von Niederdruckdampf von der Niederdruckeinheit des Abwärme-Rückgewinnungskessels (2;102) in die Dampfturbine (10,12,13;110,112,113),
   - einem hochdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (11;111) zum Einleiten von Hochdruckdampf von der Hochdruckeinheit des Abwärme-Rückgewinnungskessels (2;102) in die Dampfturbine (10,12,13;110,112,113),
   - einem Dampfdurchgang (16;116), der von dem niederdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (15;115) abzweigt und als Bypass zum Einleiten von Niederdruckdampf von der Niederdruckeinheit in eine Hochtemperaturkomponente (17;117) dient,
   - einem Hochdruckdampfdurchgang (18;118), der von dem hochdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (11;111) abzweigt und in den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) auf der stromaufwärtigen Seite der Hochtemperaturkomponente (17;117) mündet, und

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
   - der von dem niederdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (15;115) abzweigende Dampfdurchgang (16;116) als Bypass zum Einleiten von Niederdruckdampf von der Niederdruckeinheit in einen Schaufelring der Gasturbine (1;101) dient,
   - der von dem hochdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (11;111) abzweigende Hochdruckdampfdurchgang (18;118) in den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) an der stromaufwärtigen Seite des Schaufelrings der Gasturbine (1;101) mündet, und
   - die Strömungsrateanpassungs-Steuerung (25;125) auch zur Anpassung der Strömungsrate von durch den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) strömendem Dampf und der Strömungsrate von durch den Hochdruckdampfdurchgang (18;118) strömendem Dampf dient, um dadurch die Strömungsrate und Temperatur von durch den Schaufelring der Gasturbine (1;101) strömendem Dampf anzupassen bzw. einzustellen, und
   - wobei die Strömungsrateanpassungs-Steuerung (25;125) umfasst:
      - ein erstes Strömungssteuerventil (20;120), das in dem niederdruckseitigen Dampfeinleitdurchgang (15;115) an der stromabwärtigen Seite des Mündungsabschnitts des Dampfdurchgangs (18;118) vorgesehen ist und die Strömungsrate von durch den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) strömendem Dampf anpassung der Strömungsrate von durch die Dampfturbine (10,12,13;110,112,113) strömendem Dampf steuern kann,
      - ein zweites Strömungssteuerventil (21;121), das in dem Hochdruckdampfdurchgang (18;118) vorgesehen ist und die Temperatur von durch den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) strömendem Dampf durch Anpassung der Strömungsrate von Hochdruckdampf steuern kann,
      - einen Dampfturbine (10,12,13;110,112,113) an der stromabwärtigen Seite des Mündungsabschnitts des Hochdruckdampfdurchgangs (18;118),
      - einen Druckdetektor (P1,P2,P3) zum Erfassen des Drucks von durch den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) strömendem Dampf an der stromabwärtigen Seite des Mündungsabschnitts des Hochdruckdampfdurchgangs (18;118),
      - eine Temperaturdetektor (T1) zum Erfassen der Temperatur von durch den Dampfdurchgang (16;116) strömendem Dampf an der stromabwärtigen Seite des Mündungsabschnitts des Hochdruckdampfdurchgangs (18;118),
      - eine Steuerung (25;125) zum Einstellen der Strömungsrate von Hochdruckdampf für die Strömungsrate von durch den Schaufelring der Gasturbine (1;101) und die Hochtemperaturkomponente (17;117) strömendem Dampf auf vorbestimmten Werten zu halten.

2. Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine nach Anspruch 1, wobei
   - die Hochtemperaturkomponente (17) eine Brennkammer ist,
   - der Druckdetektor (P1,P2,P3) ein differentialdruckdetektor (P1) zum Erfassen einer Differenz des Dampfdrucks zwischen dem Einlass und dem
Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Steuereinheit (25) eine Funktion zum Öffnen und Schließen des ersten Strömungssteuerventils (20) auf der Basis von von dem Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information hat, um zu beurteilen, ob das zweite Strömungssteuerventil (22) für den Fall, bei dem der auf der Basis der Erfassungsinformation von dem Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) festgelegte Öffnungs-/Schließbefehl verwendet wird, so dass die Öffnung größer als die des dritten Strömungssteuerventils (22) für den Fall ist, der auf der Basis der Erfassungsinformation von dem Temperaturdetektor (T1) festgelegte Öffnungs-/Schließbefehl verwendet wird.

Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Hochtemperaturkomponente (17) eine Brennkammer ist, ein Druckdetektor (P1,P2,P3) ein Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) zum Erfassen einer Differenz des Dampfdrucks zwischen dem Einlass und dem Auslass der Brennkammer ist, ein Hilfsfluid-Einleitdurchgang (19) an einem zweiten Strömungssteuerventil (21) enthalten ist, und der Druckdetektor (P1) zum Erkennen einer Differenz des Dampfdrucks zwischen dem Einlass und dem Auslass der Brennkammer festgelegt wurde.

die Hochtemperaturkomponente (17) eine Brennkammer ist, ein Druckdetektor (P1,P2,P3) ein Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) zum Erfassen einer Differenz des Dampfdrucks zwischen dem Einlass und dem Auslass der Brennkammer festgelegt wurde, ein Hilfsfluid-Einleitdurchgang (19) an einem dritten Strömungssteuerventil (22) in einem zweiten Strömungssteuerventil (21) enthalten ist, und der Druckdetektor (P1) zum Erkennen einer Differenz des Dampfdrucks zwischen dem Einlass und dem Auslass der Brennkammer festgelegt wurde.

Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Steuereinheit (25) eine Funktion aufweist, die dann verwendet wird, wenn das zweite Strömungssteuerventil (21) auf der Basis von von dem Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information und von von dem Temperaturdetektor (T1) ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information geöffnet oder geschlossen wird, wobei die Funktion einen Öffnungs-/Schließbefehl vermittelt, der auf der Basis der von dem Differentialdruckdetektor (P1) ausgegebenen Erfassungs-Information bestimmt wird, sowie einen Öffnungs-/Schließbefehl, der auf der Basis der von dem Temperaturdetektor (T1) ausgegebenen Erfassungs-Information bestimmt wird, und um das zweite Strömungssteuerventil (21) auf der Basis des Öffnungs-/Schließbefehls, der eine stärkere Öffnung kennzeichnet, zu öffnen und zu schließen.
ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information, um die Strömungsrate von in den Dampfdurchgang (116) eingeleitetem Dampf anzupassen bzw. einzustellen, und zum Öffnen und Schließen des zweiten Strömungssteuerventils (121) auf der Basis von dem Temperaturdetektor (T2) für durchgeströmten Dampf ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information, um die Strömungsrate von durch den Hochdruckdurchgang (118) strömendem Dampf einzustellen bzw. anzupassen, um **dadurch** die Strömungsrate von durch den Schaufelring der Gasturbine (101) und die Hochtemperaturkomponente (117) strömendem Dampf auf einem vorbestimmten Niveau zu halten.

7. **Dampfsteuervorrichtung für eine Turbine nach Anspruch 6**, wobei

   ein viertes Strömungssteuerventil (201) in dem Dampfdurchgang (116) auf der stromabwärtigen Seite des Schaufelrings der Gasturbine (101) und der Hochtemperaturkomponente (117) vorgesehen ist, und

   die Steuereinheit (125) eine Funktion zum Öffnen und Schließen des vierten Strömungssteuerventils (201) auf der Basis von von dem Temperaturdetektor (T2) für durchgeströmten Dampf ausgegebener Erfassungs-Information, um die Strömungsrate von durch den Dampfdurchgang (116) strömendem Dampf zu steuern, um **dadurch** die Strömungsrate des Dampfdurchgangs (116) sicherzustellen, sowie eine Funktion zum vollen Öffnen des vierten Strömungssteuerventils (201) hat, wenn der Temperaturdetektor (T2) für vorbeigeführten Dampf erfasst, dass die Dampftemperatur eine Obergrenze überschreitet.

**Revendications**

1. **Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine**, comprenant :

   un bouilleur (2 ; 102) à récupération de la chaleur perdue comprenant une unité haute pression pour produire de la vapeur haute pression en utilisant des gaz d'échappement d'une turbine (1 ; 101) à gaz et une unité basse pression pour produire de la vapeur basse pression en utilisant des gaz d'échappement de la turbine (1 ; 101) à gaz ;

   une turbine (10, 12, 13 ; 110, 112, 113) à vapeur fonctionnant au moyen de vapeur produite par la chaudière (2 ; 102) de récupération de la chaleur perdue ;

   un passage (15 ; 115) d'introduction de vapeur du côté basse pression pour introduire de la vapeur basse pression de l'unité basse pression de la chaudière (2 ; 102) de récupération de la
Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine (10, 12, 13 ; 110, 112, 113) à vapeur ;
une deuxième vanne (21 ; 121) de réglage du débit, prévue dans le passage (18 ; 118) pour de la vapeur haute pression et conçue pour régler la température de la vapeur passant dans le passage (16 ; 116) pour de la vapeur par réglage du débit de la vapeur haute pression ;
un détecteur (T1) de température pour détecter la température de la vapeur passant dans le passage (16 ; 116) pour de la vapeur du côté en aval de la partie se réunissant du passage (18 ; 118) pour de la vapeur haute pression ;
un détecteur (P1, P2, P3) de pression pour détecter la pression de la vapeur passant dans le passage (16 ; 116) pour de la vapeur du côté en aval de la partie se réunissant du passage (18 ; 118) pour de la vapeur haute pression ; et
l'unité (25 ; 125) de commande a pour fonction de commander les premières et deuxième vannes (20, 21 ; 120, 121) de réglage sur la base de la température détectée par le détecteur (T1) de température et de la pression détectée par le détecteur (P1, P2, P3) de pression afin de maintenir à des valeurs déterminées à l'avance le débit et la température de vapeur passant dans l'anneau de l'aube de la turbine (1 ; 100) à gaz et dans l'élément (17 ; 117) à haute température.

2. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 1, dans lequel
l'élément (17) à haute température est une chambre de combustion ;
le détecteur (P1, P2, P3) de pression est un détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle pour détecter une différence de pression de la vapeur entre l'entrée et la sortie de la chambre de combustion ;
un passage (19) auxiliaire d'introduction de fluide ayant une troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit est prévu dans le passage (18) pour de la vapeur à haute pression du côté en aval de la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit ;
un deuxième détecteur (T3) de température est prévu dans le passage (18) pour de la vapeur haute pression du côté en aval de la partie se réunissant du passage (19) auxiliaire d’introduction de fluide ; et
l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction d'ouvrir et de fermer la première vanne (20) de réglage du débit, sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle, d'ouvrir et de fermer la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle et du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, et d'ouvrir et de fermer la troisième vanne (22) de réglage de débit sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du deuxième détecteur (T3) de température, de façon à ce que le débit de vapeur passant dans le passage (16) pour de la vapeur augmente avec le débit de la turbine (1) à gaz et que la température de la vapeur s'abaisse jusqu'à une température déterminée à l'avance.

3. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 2, dans lequel l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction utilisée lorsque la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit est ouverte et fermée sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle et du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, la fonction étant conçue pour comparer un ordre ouverture/fermeture déterminé sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle et un ordre ouverture/fermeture déterminé sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, et d'ouvrir et de fermer la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit sur la base de l'instruction ouverture/fermeture qui donne une ouverture la plus grande.

4. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 3, dans lequel l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction de juger si la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit est ouverte et fermée sur la base de l'instruction ouverture/fermeture dérivée du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle ou de l'instruction ouverture/fermeture dérivée du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température ; et une fonction pour régler l'ouverture de la troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit dans le cas dans lequel l'instruction d'ouverture/fermeture déterminée sur la base de l'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle est utilisée, de façon à ce que l'ouverture devienne plus grande que celle de la troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit dans le cas dans lequel l'instruction d'ouverture/fermeture déterminée sur la base de l'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température est utilisée.

5. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 1, dans lequel
l'élément (17) à haute température est une chambre de combustion ;
le détecteur (P1, P2, P3) de pression est un détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle pour détecter une différence de pression de la vapeur entre l'entrée et la sortie de la chambre de combustion ;
un passage (19) auxiliaire d'introduction de fluide ayant une troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit, prévue dans le passage (18) pour de la vapeur à haute pression du côté en aval de la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit ; et
l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction d'ouvrir et de fermer la première vanne (20) de réglage du débit, sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle, d'ouvrir et de fermer la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle et du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, et d'ouvrir et de fermer la troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit, prévue dans le passage (18) pour de la vapeur à haute pression du côté en aval de la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit ; et
l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction d'ouvrir et de fermer la première vanne (20) de réglage du débit, sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle, d'ouvrir et de fermer la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit sur la base du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle et du signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, et d'ouvrir et de fermer la troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit.
débit se fond en le passage (18) pour de la vapeur haute pression du côté en aval de la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit ;  
un deuxième détecteur (T3) de température est prévu dans le passage (18) pour de la vapeur haute pression du côté en aval de la partie qui se fond du passage (19) d'introduction de fluide auxiliaire ; et
l'unité (25) de commande a pour fonction d'ouvrir et de fermer la première vanne (20) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T1) de température, d'ouverture et de fermeture de la deuxième vanne (21) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (P1) de pression différentielle, et d'ouverture et de fermeture de la troisième vanne (22) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du deuxième détecteur (T3) de température, de façon à ce que le débit de la vapeur passant dans le passage (16) pour de la vapeur augmente au fur et à mesure qu'augmente le débit de la turbine (1) à gaz et de manière à ce que la température de la vapeur soit abaissée à une température déterminée à l'avance.

6. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que l'unité (125) de réglage du débit comprend :

un détecteur (T2) de température de la vapeur qui passe pour détecter la température de la vapeur après qu'elle est passée dans l'anneau d'aube de la turbine (101) à gaz et dans l'élément (117) à haute température ;

dans lequel l'unité (125) de commande a une fonction pour ouvrir et fermer la première vanne (120) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T2) de température de la vapeur qui a passé afin de régler le débit de vapeur introduit dans le passage (116) pour de la vapeur, et pour ouvrir et fermer la deuxième vanne (121) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T2) de température de la vapeur qui a passé, afin de régler le débit de vapeur passant dans le passage (118) pour de la vapeur haute pression, en maintenant ainsi à un niveau déterminé à l'avance le débit de vapeur passant dans l'anneau de l'aube de la turbine (101) à gaz et dans l'élément (117) à haute température.

7. Dispositif de réglage de la vapeur pour une turbine suivant la revendication 6, dans lequel
une quatrième vanne (201) de réglage du débit est prévue dans le passage (116) pour de la vapeur du côté en aval de l'anneau de l'aube de la turbine (101) à gaz et de l'élément (117) à haute température ; et
l'unité (125) de commande a une fonction pour ouvrir et fermer la quatrième vanne (201) de réglage du débit sur la base d'un signal de sortie d'information de détection du détecteur (T2) de température de la vapeur qui a passé, afin de régler le débit de vapeur passant dans le passage (116) pour de la vapeur, et une fonction pour ouvrir complètement la quatrième vanne (201) de réglage du débit lorsque le détecteur (T2) de température de la vapeur qui a passé détecte que la température de la vapeur dépassa une limite supérieure.
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